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Morales were invented by Ronald B lensen and were shown by him to exist in the universe 
of constructible s ts. Using Mora~es and ~ometimes other principles uch as Diamond (¢), which 
also hokl in the constructible universe, he has solved many cases of the gap n, 2 cardinal conjee- 
lures of model theory and several other problems as well. 
Here we give the definition and some of the basic properties of the gap 2 Mora~, and then 
show, assuming Zermelo-Flaenkel ~t  theory with the Axiom of Choice, that the existence of a 
gap 2 Mora~ and the principle Dia~oud (¢) imply 
+ 2 (1) t,,a+ ~ ~ l~+l  to~ll~a+ t. 
(2) a combinatorial principle which extends a principle of Prikry, 
(3) a result concerning free sets of ordinals related to problems posed by Hajnal and M~t6. 
0. Introduction 
0.1. Morasses were invented and proved to exist in the universe of con- 
structible sets by R.B. Jensen in order to show, among other things, 
that the gap n, 2 cardinal conjectures of model theory are true in the 
universe of constructible sets. An early proof of the gap 2, 2 cardinal 
conjecture where the smaller cardinal is regular is given in K.J. Devlin's 
notes [21. Other cases occur in Jensen's notes [9]. Using Morasses and 
the principle <> (Diamond), which also holds in the constructible uni- 
verse, Jensen has also proved that there is an ~ 2 universal linear order 
and that a combinatorial principle of K. Prikry holds. R. Laver has 
shown that the Morass implies the Mess of Jech. Here we show in ZFC 
(Zermelo-Fraenkel s t theory with the Axiom of Choice) that a gap 2 
* The content of this paper formed the author's Ph.D. dissertation at the University of California, 
Los Ange~.s~ under the direction of Professor C.C. Chang. 
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Morass and <> imply 
(1) w~.2 A [w~÷ l + w~12, . t ,  l 
(2) an extension of the above combinatorial principle of  Prikry, 
(3) a result concerning free sets of  ordinals related to some problems 
posed in [ 7]. 
The proots that Morasses exist in the constructible universe are lengthy 
and complicated. Although a proof  that the gap 2 Morasses exist may be 
found in [2], for a rigorous development of  the preliminaries, ee Jen- 
sen's paper [8]. Proofs of  the existence of various gap n Morasses occur 
in Jensen's notes [9]. 
Our exposition however equires no knowledge of constructibility, 
and, we hope, is entirely self-contained. We are concerned only with 
consequences of gap 2 Morasses (the gap n Morasses are more compli- 
cated) and the well known principle ~. In Section 1 we give a definition 
of gap 2 Morasses and state or derive several of ~heir elementary or fre- 
quently used properties. In Section 2 we define the arrow relations we 
are concerned with, discuss what is known and not known about arrow 
relations imilar to the ones we are concerned with, state ~,, and then 
give, using ~w 1) and an w I Morass, one of the easiest consequences of 
Morasses, viz., w 2 ~ (w I : w)~. In Section 3 we prove the general case 
of our extension of Prikry's combinatorial principle, and discuss its 
genesis. In Section 4 we derive w~+~ ~ [w~+ 1+ w e ] 2 from this 
~+1 
extended principle. Also in Section 4, we give ~he relevant definitions, 
state some problems of Hajnal and Mfit6 and deduce our result related 
to these problems. 
0.2. Notations and conventions 
We assume Zennelo-Fraenkel  set theory with the Axiom of Choice, 
and adopt the usual conventions and definitions cf  set theory. To be 
specific, we adopt the notation, conventions and definitions of [ 1 l, 
pp. 5 -1  1 ] unless tile contrary is indicated below. 
Throughout, we assume ~: is a cardinal ~6a, r+ the least cardinal 
greater than r ,  lr, usually with subscripts, is a mapping, and other lower 
case greek letters, except co, ~ and ~, range over ordinals. An ordinal is 
the set of preceding ordinals, i.e., ~ = {fl: t3< ~} = (t}: f l~ ~}. The usual 
l This problem was sussested to me by Riehatfl Laver. 
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convention is to write ¢o,~ when we think of  it as an ordinal and S~ when 
we think of it as a cardinal, but as far as we are concerned, for all a, 
to~ = R,~. Lower case latin letters will usually range over ordinals, except f  
and g, which range over functions. 0 = the empty set--- the least ordix~al. 
For any x, y, we write (x,y) for the ordered pair whose first element 
is x and whose second element is y. For any X, 
Dora(X) = (x: (3y((x ,y)  ~ X)),  
Rng(X) = (y: (3x((x,y)  E X)) ,  
X-1 ~( ,, = .  .r,x): (x ,y )~X) ,  
the inverse of .Yt: For any X, Y, 
X"  I '=  (z: (3xEX) (3yE  Y ) (x=(y ,  z))), 
X ° Y= ((y,x): (3z ) ( (y ' , z )E  Yand(z ,x )EX) ) .  
I f f  and g are functions, f o g is that function h defined by h(y) = f(g(y)) 
for y 6 Dora (g) and g (y) @ Dora ( f ) .  We frequently write, for example, 
(at, : b ~ X> to mean a function f with Dora (f) = X and for b ~ X, 
f(b) = at,. Similarly for such expressions as (rr~,: v ~ r, v,r E S). We 
write f : X -~ Y to mean that f is a function whose domain is X and 
whose range is included in Y. f fX, the restriction of f to X, is 
((x,y) ~ f: x ~ X}, An enumeration of a set X is a 1-1 function whose 
domain is an ordinal and whose range is X. So an enumeration is what 
others have called an enumeration without repetitions. If X is a set of 
ordinals, then type(X), tLe type of X, is that unique ordinal a such that 
there is a 1-1 order preserving map of ~ onto X. 
If X, Y are sets of  ordi:~als and a is an ordinal, we will write X < Y to 
mean for each/~ ~ X and each r/~ Y,/j < r/; X < a to mean for each 
~X,~< 0~; etc. 
A tree T is a partial order such that for each x E Dom (T) u Rng(T), 
((y, z) ~ T: (y,x) E T and (z,x) E T) 
is a linear order, i.e., an} ~wo predecessors of x are comparable. A tree 
can have more than one minimal element. 
Hereafter when we speak of Morasses we mean gap 2 Morasses. 
In the definition of  Morasses we wiil mention certain models K~2r and 
mappings lr, r o f~ into ~r  and say that rt~r is a l~ 0 elementary em- 
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bedding of m~ into mr.  To describe these models and mappings we 
need briefly a few of  the basic notions of model theory. So we assume 
the usual definitions of model, language, formula, satisfaction, isomor- 
phism, etc., that we require as presented in [ 1 ]. The models m r are of  
the form (M,, =, e, R 0 , R l , ...), where r c__ Mr" Given such a model m T, 
let ~o be a formula of  the language appropriate to m r. We say ¢ is a T 0 
formula if all the quantifiers occurring in ~o are bounded, that is, all are 
of the form (3x) (x ~ y & ...) or of  the form (Vx) (x ~ y -* ...). We can 
define T 0 formulas by induction on the length of  formulas as follows: 
Atomic formulas are ~0 formulas; i f¢  and ~k are T 0 formulas then 
-1~0, ¢ & ~, (3x) (x ~ y & ¢), and (Vx) (x ~ y ~ ~o) are ~0 formulas. We 
may abbreviate these last two formulas by (3x ~ y )¢  and (Vx ~ y)~o, 
respectively. A relation is said to be a ~;0 relation on the model m r, or 
~o (S/r), if it is definable onto  r by a T o formula. That is, a relation R 
is ~'o (mr)  if and only if there are a E0 formula ~¢ and parameters 
a l ,  . . . ,a  n E ~.ffl r such that for allx 1 .... ,x  m, we have 
R(x l , . . . , x  m) iff m r ~[x  l , . . . , xm,a  I . . . . .  a n ] . 
We say that ~r  is a ~o elementary submodel of  .~tl/'r if mr  is a sub- 
model of re'  r and for every T 0 formula ~o and all x I , .... xrn ~ m r , we 
have~ r ~ ~o[x 1, . . . , x  m ] if and only if~'~ = ¢[x t , . . . ,xm]. We say 
that 7r~r is a T 0 elementary embedding of  my into ~r  if rrvT is an iso- 
morphism ofm~ onto a ~0 elementary submodel o fm r. For the basic 
properties and discussion of  the general case of ~n elementary sub- 
models etc., see [8]. 
1. Morasses. Definition and basic properties 
A Morass is a tree, whose nodes are ordinals, together with a set of 
mappings which satisfy certain commutativity and continuity condi- 
tions as well as certain relations to other ordinals not nodes o f  the tree. 
The following definition is almost verbatim from [2]. 
Definition. A K-Morass (K regular, g > co) is defined as follows. - 
Let s~ be a set of  pairs (~, v) of ordinals with 0 < ~ < K and v < g+ 
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such that a < ~, and if <~,v), (a',v') ~ s~ and a < e',  then ~ < a'. Let 
A = {~e ~u {~}: (3v)(<~,v> e s~)} , 
S= {v~ ~+: (3a) (<a,v )e  _~)}. 
S~={v~+:<a,v )es~} for aeA . 
Then fo ra ,  a' ~ A, a < a' we have a < S a < ~' < S~, and for ~ e S there 
is a unique a ~ A such that (a, ~,} ~ s,/. Let ~ = the unique a e A such 
that <e, v) ~ .~, for v e S. For each a e A we require that S~ be closed 
in sup(S•). Let ,--be a tree on S such that i fu  ~- r, then a~ < a r. For 
each re  S, let ~r  = <Mr, e, ..3 be a transitive structure with Ord riM r = r 
such that for v e S~r n r we have ~ ~ c_ ~r .  For each v, r e S with v ,-- r, 
let lr~r be a mapping from M~ u {v} in toM r u {r} such that ~r~r(v)= r,
~r~r tav = id I'~,, rrvr(av) = at ,  and ~r~r is a ~0 elementary embedding of 
~ into ~,  i.e., we assume that ~v ,  ~r  are models of the same type 
and if ~o  I .... , o n ) is any formt~la of the language appropriate to ~v  all 
of whose quantifiers are bounded and i fa 1 , ..., a n ~ M v, then 
~,  ~ ~[a 1, .... a n] iff ~r  ~ ~o[rr~(a 1) .... ,~r,r(an)] .
Also ~r~r mapsSacca v into Sat n r in a way which preserves order and 
the properties of being a limit point and of being an immediate successor. 
I.e., if ~. is a limit point in S,~ ca v, then ~r~r(~.) is a limit point in S.. r ca r; 
if ~, ~ ~ S,~ca ~ and ~ immediately precedes 7/ i ,  San  v, then rr~r(~) 
immediately precedes ~r~,(~) in Set  "~ r; and if ~ is the least member o f  
Sa,, ca ~,, then ~r~.r(//) is the least member of S~r ca r. The system of  maps 
is commutative in the sense that if ~ *- v ,-- r, then rr~r(x) = rr~r0r~(x)) 
for all x ~ M~. Then the structure 
~= (sff, ,-, Or~r: v *- r), (2Rr: re  S)) 
is a ~:-Morass iff in addition the following seven conditions are satisfied. 
(i) ~ = max(A) = sup(A - {g)) and ~:+ = sup(S~). 
(ii) If ~ *- r and p e S~ ~ ~ and u = ~r~r 07), then P*- v and ~r~, I'M~ = 
(rid {av: v~- ¢} is closed in a t, 
(iv) I f r  is not maximal in S~,,. then (av: v ~ r} is unbounded in ~r- 
(v) If {~: u *- r} is unbounded in a r, then L~ r = IJ~_ r ~r~,r$/~. 
(vi) If ~' is a limit point of  S,,~ and ¢ ~- r and ~, = sup~<~ rCr(p), then 
~' ~- ), and ~r~, t M~ = ~r~, r M~. 
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(vii) I f  ~ is a limit point  o f  S~ and ~ ~ r and 
r = su~ l t~(~) ,  ~ ~n {%: ~ ~ ~ ,'t~,(~)} 
~< 7: ~S ' 
then there is v' ~ S~ such that f_~ T' *- r. 
This completes the definit ion. 
Fol lowing is, the comment  on this def init ion in [2 ] .  
"For  each a ~ A, S~ is an 'approx imat ion '  to S K . Since a < ic implies 
ISal < g and ISKI = t¢ +, this 'approx;mat ion '  cannot  be thought o f  as 
anything remote ly  connected with unions o f  chains. However,  the tree 
*- on S is the device which makes this 'approx imat ion '  idea precise. Note 
that by (iv), if q is a successor in A,  I S a I = l ,  so that we only obtain 
'good approximat ions'  at l imit stages in A . "  
We next  list some immediate consequences of the def init ion and a 
few proposit ions required later. 
(a) Suppose r is an immediate successor o f  ~ in ~.  Then ~ < ~' < a r < r, 
{%: u ~ r} = (~v: v ~ ~} and so sup {%: u *- r} = ~ < ~ < ~r,  i.e., 
sup{a~: v ~- r} is bounded in t~ r. Then by (iv) r is maximal in S=r. 
(b) I f r  is minimal in #,  then {%: v # r} = 0 and {a~,: v <-- r )  is again 
bounded in a r , so by  (iv) again, r is maximal in S,~ r . 
(c) Suppose {a~: ~, ,- r} is bounded in %.  If {t~,,: v ,-- r} = O, then r 
is minimal in #.  I f  {a~: v ~ r} ~ O, then 0 < sup (a~: v # r} < t~ and 
so by (iii) there is ~ # r such that sup{a,,: v ~ r } = a~. r must  be an 
immediate successor of  ~ in ,-- since if not,  we would have ~ ~ r '  ~ r 
for some r '  and a~ < ~ < t~ r, < r '  which would contradict  he fact that 
sup{av: u ~ r} = a~. 
Putt ing (a), (b) and (c) together we have 
(d) r is minimal in ~- i f f  (a~: u *- r} = O. 
r is an immediate successor in ~ i f f  {%: v *- r} ~ 0 and (~:  v ,- r} 
is bounded in a r. 
z is an immediate successor o f~ in ~ i f f  sup (t~: v ,-- r )  = ae and 
r is a limit po 'a t  in ~ i f f  r is not minimal in ,-- and r is not an 
immediate successor in ,-- i f f  (a~: u -,-- r} is unbounded in a ,  i f f  
sup{t~: u ~ r} = t~ r. 
Thus there are three mutual ly  exclusive possibilities: 
(1) sup(~:  u ~ r} = 0 and r is minimal in ~;  
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(2) 0 < sup{~,,: v ~- r} < m r and r has an immediate pred,~cessor 
in *- and sup (~:  v *- r )  = ~;  
(3) sup(e~: v ,-- r} = a r and v is a limit point in <--. 
(e) Let m be the map defined by re(v) = at, for v ~ S, Let b be a 
branch in the tree --. Then m t b is I ~-I, order preserving, and contin- 
uous. (It is continuous in the sense that for r ~l limit point in ~,  
re(r )  = sup (re(v):  l, , -  r} . )  
(f) r not maximal in Sat implies 
{ao: v # r) is unbounded in ~r, 
which is equivalent to 
s t lp  {Or: : V "- r )  = t~ r , 
which is equiv:~lent to 
r is a limit point in ~, 
which implies 
~l~ r U ~'~.,r ~p.  
(g) By (iv), ifcx is a successor in A, then Card(S~) = 1, i.e., there is 
exactly one r E S~ which is therefore both maximal and minimal in S~ 
and which is either minimal in *- or an immediate successor in ,--. 
(10 Let r be a limit point in ~. Then (e,:  v - r)  is unbounded in a~ 
and ~l~ r = O,,_r r r~ v. Let p~ S~n r. Now S~n rC-- iq~, so for some 
"~ r and some o ~ ~ we have v = ~r~r(~). 2 From the fact that S~ is 
closed in sup (S~)  and since zr~r preserves order and the property of 
being an immediate successor in S~,  it follows that p ~ Sa~ ca f. Thus 
Proposition I . / f r  is a l imit point  in ~- and v E S~, ca r, then there exist 
~, ~ such that ~ ~- "~, ~ G Sa~ ca ~ and v = rr~r(~ ).
(j) The following proposition is mainly what condition (vii) in the 
Morass definition is all about. In the sequel, condition (vii) is only used 
in the foma of this proposition. 
2 The relation of being an ordiral is a ~0 ~lation. 
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Proposition 2. Let r immediately succeed ~ in *-. let r be a limit point 
in S , ,  and let 
r= sup {~r~(~): v~ S .~n ~}. 
For p~ S~n ~, let ~(~) = the least *7 such that p ~- ~ ~- ~r~r(~). Then 
Proof. Since r is a limit point in S~., it follows that f' is a limit point in 
S~.  And for ~ Sc,~n f, *r~r(~) is a limit point in *-. So for such ~, 
clearly ~7(~) exists and we have 
*- ~7(-#) *- ,r~(P),  % < ~ < ~(~ < rt(~) < %.  
So sup {an(v-): P E Sat n ~}< a r. Suppose sup {an(v-): P ~ Sa~ ~'~ }=a 
and a < at. Let ~, ~ ~ Sa~ n ~ and let ~ < ~. Let ~ = ,r~r (~), v = ,r~,(~). 
Then~ ~ r/(~) *- ~ and ~ *- r/(~) *- u. ~ 
Now ,r~n~(~) is on the branch from ~ to ~. [This follows from the facts 
that ,r~r t M~ = ,rr~ t M~, ~ ~ MF, and ~r~(x) = ,r~W2~ (rtFn~(x)) for all 
x ~ M~.] r/(~) is by definition on the branch from/~ to ~, and since *- is 
a tree, r/(~) and rrr~(~(~) are comparable. Then by the definition of r/(~) 
as the least thing on the branch from ~ to/~ we have rl(~') ~: ~r~n(~(~). 
Since ,r-~n(~)(~) is not maximal_ in S=_,=,,_.,,~, it follows that it is a limit point 
in the tree and thus ~(~) ,'- ~r~n(~)(~). So an(~- ) < c%(~. 
= sup {at,: ~'= rt~n(~)(~" ) &~Te S,w~ ,~& ~'< V} . 
Since {at,: ~' *- ~} is closed in a t = c~ r (by property (fii) in the Morass 
definition), it follows that there is ~' such that ~*- ~' *- ~ with a t, = a. 
Therefore, by property (vii) in the Morass definition, there is r' ~ Sa 
such that e *- r' *- r. Since r immediately succeeds f in -.-, it follows that 
either '  = f or r' = r. But both of these are impossible since a~ < a = 
%, < a r. Contradiction! Thusa = ~r" 
3 See Fig. 1. In this and subsequent figures we make the following conventions. Members of 
A, say a, are on the bottom horizontal line. For a ~ A we represent $~ as points on a vertical 
line up from ~. We so to speak rotate S~ 90 ° countereh)ekwi~ A solid line with an arrowhead 
on its left end between two points indicates that the left hand point is the immediate ptedecessog 
of the tight hand point in the tree. 
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(k) the next proposit ion, easy as it is, is given here for the record 
since it is used explicitly at least once later, and it may be used impli- 
citly elsewhere. 
Proposition 3+ Let  7-1,7-2 ~ S, 7-1 ,~ r2- Then 
(a) ifT- 1 is a l imit po int  in ~-, then {v: v~ 7- } :# (v: v~ r 2 ) ; 
(b)/ft~rt = t~r2, then {v: v *- r I ) ~ {v: v *- 7" 2 }. 
Proof. (a) Let *'1 ,r2 ~ S, r I ~ r~. Suppose r I is a limit point in +- and 
(V: v ~- r I } = {v: v ~ r 2 }. Then r 2 is a limit point in *- and t~r~ = at2 
since each equals sup (t~v: v ~- r 1 ). We may assume r 1 < r 2 . Then since 
r i ~ Sat n r 2 is a limit point in ~,  by Proposit ion 1 there exist v ~- 7-2 
' E N and v ~v  v such that *r~r 2 (v') = 7-I. Then v' *- 7-1. But v *- r 1 also 
and v, v' are incomparable. Contradiction, since +- is a tree. 
(b) fo l lows from (a) since at most the maximal point ( i f  any) o f  any 
S a can be a successor point in ~-. Thus two different points 7-1, r2 ~ S 
can have the same set o f  +- predecessors only if either (i) they are both 
minimal in ,,- or (ii) ar~ -~ ar~ and they are both immediate successors 
(and then necessarily o f  the same point). 
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2. Morass and diamond imply co 2 ~* (6ol : 6o)~ 
2.1. Some partition relations 
The relation 6o 2/* (6ol : 6o)~ is a member of  a class of  combinatorial 
relations invented and developed extensively by ErdiSs, Hajnal, and Rado 
[6, 5, 3]. They are called partitian relations or axrow relations, We will 
give the definitions and a few basic properties of some of them, but for 
a general presentation, see [6]. 
I fX  is any set, (If : g < ~) is called a partition of  X if IJ~<, I~ = X and 
for all ~ < r /< K we have I~ n I n = 0. Here r is any cardinal, If X is any 
set and ~ any cardinal, [X] ~ denotes the set of  K-element subsets of X. 
We will be concerned with partitions of  [X] 2 which establish the nega- 
tion of corresponding positive arrow relations. In general, an expression 
with a "~ " is  the negation of the corresponding expression with a "'-* " 
The meaning of  co 2 ~ (6ol : ¢o)~ is: For every R, G such that R n G = 0, 
R u G = {{a, t3} : ct </3 < 6o2 } there exist A, B such that A ~ 60 2 , B c_ 6o2, 
type(A) = col, type(B) = 6o, A < B and either (i) ((a,t3}: a~ A &/3~ B) 
c_ R or (ii) {{t~,/3}: ~ ~ A &/~ B} ~ G. 
Sometimes a partition is spoken of  as a colorip.g. In this case we say 
that members of R are red and members of  G are green. 
Then 6o2 ~ (6o! " ¢°)22 means: There is a partition (R, G) of [6o2] 2 
such that for every A,B with A c__ w2 ' B c_ 6o2, type(A) = w 1 , 
type (B) = 6o, and A < B there exist t~, ~t' ~ A, 13, 3' ~ B such that 
(a, 3}eR and (t~',/3') e G. 
The more general relation, a ~ (/3 : r/)~ where ~,/3, 7/are ordinals and 
is a cardinal, means: For every partition (If:/~ < 6) of [a ] 2 there exist 
< 6, A, B such that A ~ ~, B c_ a, type(A) =/3, type(B) = ~?, A < B and 
((a,b): ae  A &b e B) c__ I~. 
Two more widely known partition relations tudied by the above 
m~,thematicians and others, and related to the above are a ~ (3)~ and 
a ~ [t3] ~, where a, 13 are ord:;nals, 7, 6 are cardinals. 
a ~ (/3)~ means: For ever3~ partition (If :/j < fi ) of  [a ] v there exist 
< 5, B C_C_ a, type(B) = t3 such that [B] v c_ i~. 
o ~ [t3]g means: For every partition (I~ :/i < ~) of  1~1 "r there exist 
< 8, B ~ a, type(B) =/3 such that [B] v n If = 0. 
In terms of  colors, a ~ (/3)~ [respectively. e - 1/31 ~' 1 means: However 
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you may color the y element subsets of + with +5 colors there will always 
be a subset B o f~ of type/3 and +ome color + such that every [respective- 
ly, nol 3' element subset of O has color/j. 
The definition of a -+ [/3 r/] ] is analogous: For every partitiofi 
<I t :/~ < tS) of [~ ] 2 there exist ~ < 8, A, B such that A c_ c~, B .c c~, 
type(A) = ~1, type(B) = ~1.,4 < B and {{a,b}: a ~ A & b ~ B} c~ I~ = 0. 
It is immediate from the definitions that 
~ (/3)~ and ~ ~ [~1 ~ are equivalent, 
-,- (/3 : 77 ; and a ~ [/3 • ~7]~. are equivalent, 
a ~ (~)~ implies a - [~]~', 
~-~ ( /3 .  - 
a ~ (~ + hnplies ~ ~ ([3 : 77 ~, 
~ [~3 + ~]~ implies e -~ [~" 77],~. 
For any of the above relations, a valid relation remains valid if a is in- 
creased, ~3 or ~ decreased. A va!id parenthesis relation remains valid 
if 6 is decreased; a valid square bracket relation remains valid if 8 is in- 
creased, (We mean of course only relations with " -  "; for relations with 
"~ ", a valid relation remains valid if~ decreases,/3 increases etc.) 
In this section we will show that if there is an co 1 -Morass and ifO(w~) 
holds, then 60 2 # [w~ : co]~. In a later section we will show that if 
there is an c%+t-Morass and 0(¢%+ t) holds, then ¢o~+ 2 7¢ [¢%+1 : °a~]2~+~ • 
Then, since in the constructible universe there is an ¢o~+l-Morass and 
v-~toa. ~) holds, we will have shown that in ti,e constructible universe 
%~+, ~" [wa+ 1 +toa] 2 
2.2. Related results 
It had been known &at coa # [w I + u~]~ is relatively consistent, for 
ErdiSs and Hajnal state in [4] : "With a slight generalization [of a result 
of Prikry]. Hajna~ proved 
Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + GCH ~ a~2 # [col + ~o]~ z) 
and also 
Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + GCH + co 2 # [co 1 +2 12 ~" JNOJ • 
They continue: "Now the following would be interesting to see: is 
co 2 ~ (co I + to)~ or even co 2 -~ (~)~ for ~ < co 2 consistent with GCH?... 
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We proved [GCH implies] co2 "~ (col + n)] for n < co several years ago, 
but we do not know at present: does GCH imply co2 "} (cot + 2)] ?" 
A simple form of Ramsey's theorem (which is the seed from which 
these partition relations grew) is: co --} (co)]. It is known that 
co 1 "-> (CO +n)~, n~ co [6]. It is easy to show that co2 -~ (col : 2)n 2, n ~- co. 
Erdbs and Hajnal [4] also ask: "Assume GCH. Is it true that for 
every ~ < ~2 there is ~ < co3 such that ~ -~ (a)~ ? GCH certainly implies 
e.g. ¢o 2 • 2 -÷ (co! + 6o)22. The following result of Shelah is a generalization 
of GCH implies w 2 ~ (col + n)].  
Theorem (Shelah). Assume GCH. Let ~,  ~a be regular, B+2 < a. 
Then w,~+l -+ (co~ + coa)~ "" 
2.3. The principle ~)  
Let r be a regular cardinal >co. Then the principle <)(to) is known to 
hold in the universe of constructible sets; moreover it holds in L [A l ,  
the universe of  sets construetible from A, where A is any subset of  •. 
The proof  of this is attributed to "Everyone" in [ 10]. 
O(t¢): There is a sequence (Y~: ~ < to) such that Y~ ~/~ for ~ < t¢ and 
for every X ~ to, the set (/i: X n / j  = Yt ) is stationary in g; i.e., for 
every closed unbounded C ~ K, C n {~: X n/~ = Yt ) ,  0. 
There are many equivalent formulations of  O(x) and many conse- 
quences and relations with other principles. See for example [ I 0].  For 
one thing <)(g+) implies 2 K = K ÷. Probal~ly the most famous consequence 
of <>(g÷), due to Jensen, is the negation of the Souslin hypothesis, i.e., 
there exists a normal Souslin tree on g+. 
In the proof  of  co 2 ~ [col : co]~ from <)(co l) and an col Morass, we 
use Diamond to get so-called distinguished subsets Ba of S,  for c~ • A, 
c~ < co I (So,, A are as in the Morass definition), at most ~me per S=, such 
that for any B ~ Sto t with type(B) = co and r = sup(B), there is an un- 
bounded set of c~'s in A such that rr~r Be, = B, where e= sup(B a ) and 
e*-- r. Thus for a ~ A, c~ < co I , there is at most a countable nmnber of  
B,, 's and their projections by means of the maps rr,, T for v ~ r, ¢% = c~, 
to be dealt with. 
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2,4. Proof that an wt-Morass and <>(co 1) imply wx t ~ [w 1 : w ] 
Let q~ = (.~, ~,  (lr~,r: v ,- r>, <~. :  r ~ S~> be an ~l-Morass. Let S, A, S~ 
for a E A and ~r for r E S be as it: the definit ion c f  Morasses. It is enough 
to color the two-element subsets of  S~ ~ since type (S~ ~ ) = o~ 2 . 
We first use ~(¢o! ) to define distinguished subsets B~ for a ~ A - {wl }- 
Let B ~. S~t ,  type(B] = to, ~" = sup(B). Since co I is regular and 
Card({v: v ,~- ~}) = col, it follows from Proposit ion 1 that there is a 
t t  
least v o +- v sucl~ that B C 1r~orS~vo. For v such that v 0 ~ v ~- 1- let 
X~ = (rt~rl)"B. Then type (X v) = w, v = sup(X~) and for v o ~- ~-  v ~- T 
we have 7r~vX v = X~. Let X = Uvo=v~ T X v. Let < Y~" ~ < w 1 > be the 
~quence  given by O(wl). Then by ~(wl) ,  {~: X n ~ = Y~ ) meets every 
closed unbounded subset o f~t .  For each g~ r, Cv = {a~: P~- v <- T) is 
a closed unbounded subset o f  o~l. So for each such ~ there is ,~ ~ C v 
such that Y~ = X ~ a. In other words, ~ven B, ~, X as above there exist 
arbitrarily large o~ ~ A - {o~l ~ and v ~- T such that ~ = ~v and Y~ = Xr~ a. 
Now define B~ for ~ ~ A - {wl } as follows. 
Case 1. There exist B, ~, vo~ X, v such that B c S~t ,  type(B) = co, 
r = sup(B), v 0 ~- v ~ r, v o is the least ordinal ~- T such that =" .~ ~ 
X = U~o_ , :~._  ~ X~, ~ = a~ and Y~ = X ~ ~. We define B o in this case 
by B~ = Uvo~r~_ ,, ~r~v X v • 
How do we know that this definit ion is independent of  the choice of  
B (and thus T, v 0 , X etc.)? Suppose we had B t :~ B~, rf, X i, vi, etc. de- 
fined as above such that ~ = ~xvt= ¢xv2 and Y~ = X l ~ ~ = X ~ n ~. 
Ya = U~,o~,-~,~ X~, and this ~s a di6oint union since X~ = Y~ n S~.  
Furthermore, P can be recovered front Xv since ff = sup(XF). That is, 
{p: v 0 ~ ~ ,-- v~ } can be recovered from (or is determined by) Ya, sinc~ 
for fi ~ A, fi < ~, either Yc, n S~ = 0, or Y~ ~ S~ has type w. So 
~O: v o __. O ,- v I ) = {~: (3~< ~)(~ ~ A & S~n Y~.  0 
& ff = sup(S~ ~ Y~))) . 
Then by Proposition 3, v~ = v 2 since: at, t = ava and v~ and v 2 have the 
same predecessors in ,--. Thus the definit ion is unambiguous. 
Case 2 (not Case 1 ). Set B~ = 0. [Note that in case 1, B~ = Xv when 
Y~t, is as above, since in such a case Y~, uniquely determines v and 
then X v = ~r~ X~ for any i~ ~ v with S~ n Y~v ea 0].  
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Thus the B~'s have been defined so that for any B c_ S,.,~ with 
type(B) = o~ and r = sup(B) there are arbitrarily large ~ ~ A - {to~ } 
and u *- z such that *r~rB a" = B. 
We now use the distinguished sets Ba to define a partition of  
O~ A [S~ ]~ into two parts. Let a ~ A - {¢o~ ), Let 
' g ,~- rr" B q5a = {H: ( : lv~ S~)(3 _ v ) (H= ~,_~ &H is infinite)). ~ 
Let 
qfl,~ = (H: (~H'~ cB~)t ~< sup(H ' ) ) (H=H' -~)} .  
qfla is then the set of co-initial segments of members of q3~. cB,. is at 
most countable and each member of ~ has type 6o. Let (H~: i ~ to) 
be an enumeration o f~.  (We may write H i in tead of H~ when there 
should be no confusion.) We can choose Oi. 3"i ~ Hi all distinct as follows. 
Let Po, 3'0 E H0, Po 4: 3'0- Supposing Oo . . . . .  On, 3"0 . . . . .  3'n have been 
chosen, all distinct. Pi, 3"i E H i for 0 < i ~ n, we can choose 
Pn+l, "t'n+l E Hn+l, Pn+l ~ 3"n+! and different from all Pi, 7 / fo r  i ~< n 
since Hn+ l is countably infinite. Suppose we have done this for each 
a~ A-{~Ol ) .  
For v ~ S we will define a partition of S~, n ~, into two pieces R~, 
Gv such that 
(1) if ~ v, then lr~Rv C - R~ and ~r~,Gv c_ ~'v, 
(2) if v is a limit point in ~ then 
R~ = O try. R~, G~ = O 7ri;~(, ~, 
(3) if v has g as its immediate predecesso~ in ~.  then we have two 
cases, 
(3.1) g = On for some n, where pn ~ H,~ ~ as defined above, then 
R~ = (~r~.R~) u [(Sa,, n v) " " = " " - 7r~ L,~ ], G,, 7r17 vG~, 
(3.2) otherwise, 
R~ = 7r~R~, G~ = (G~G~) u [ (S~n v) - ~-,,S~I , 
(4) if v is minimal in *-, then R~ = S~. n u, G~, = 0. 
In case (3), (S~,n v) - ~r~;.S~ may be viewed as the set of  "new" points, 
since the "old" points, namely ,r~ S~v, have already been taken care of  
4 nvv = id r~,  
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at stage ~ or earlier. So we will have colored the "new" points red with v 
if ~ is Pn for some n; otherwise the new points will be colored green 
with v. 
The definition is by induction on v e S. Simply define R,,, G~ by (4), 
(3) or (2) according to whether v is minimal, an immediate successor, or 
a limit point in *-, respectively. Then it is easy to check that for a!l v ~ S, 
(R~,, G~,) is a partition of S~,~ n v as desired. (The only case that is not 
immediate from the definitions is when v is a limit point in ~-. But then 
we have it right away from the induction hypotheses, from Proposition 
1 and the fact that the maps rrvv are i-1 and commutative.) 
Let 
R=( (v , r ) :v , reS~,  &v~R~} , 
G= {{v,'r}: v, reS~o ~ &veG~) .  
To complete the proof, we show that for any B, Z, if B c__ Swt, 
Z c_ S~,~, type(B) = to, type(Z) = to t , Z < B, then there exist b, b'~- B, 
z e Z with {b. z) e R and {b', z} e G. Let B, Z be as above. Let 
r = sup(B!~ 0 = sup(Z). Let v o ~ I" such d~at Zr~or B~ = B and such 
that 0 e 7r, o,S~, ° . ,  Let z ~ Z - rr~o,S~.o" (Since typei~) = to! and S~ ° 
~OVOZ 
• t 
B 
. :~, 
c~,, AF av CJl "e 
Fig. 2. 
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is count~ble,  there is such a z.) Then  there is a least o such that  
v 0 ~- v *- r and z E rt'i S v must  have an immediate  predecessor  in ~,  1;T--~V" 
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say g. Then v o ~ g *- v .,- r and there exist z~, 0,, e Sa~ n v, z v ~ 0~, 
0 ~ S,~ n ~ such that rr,T(z v) = z for all r ~ S,~ n ~, rr~(~) 4: z~,, 
rt~v(0) = 0 v, lrvT(0 v) = 0, rr~(0) = 0, etc. See Fig. 2. 
Now 0~ is a limit point in ~ and z~ E S~v c~ 0~. So there is a least 8 
such that 0 ,-- ~i ~ 0~ and such that for some z~ ~ S~,  Ir~o~,(z 8) = z,,. 
Note flaat 6 ~ 0 and 8 4: 0,,. So ~ < ~ < ~v- Since v 0 +-_ ~ ~- v ,-- r, 
r = sup(B) and rr~orB~ = B, it ibllows that v o = :~up(Ba. ), 
_ ,, _ o " " So in particular - sup 0rvo p B~v °), v - sup 0rp~ ~rvo pBavo), etc. 
v = sup (~rpu(~): ~ ~ S~ n ~). For ~ ~ Sap n ~, let n(~) be the least 
member of  the branch from ~ to ~rp~,(~) greater than ~. By Proposition 2
then, we have a v = sup{an( O : ~ ~ S~,~ n ~ }. 
No~ ~o~" B~ ~ c~'~,~ and all ,,itsc°'initial segments are in qo~. So 
there is a co-initial segment of rr~o ~ Ba,,o, say H~ v, where On, % ~ Hn ~ 
S,~ n P, as defined above, and 
(*) (~ < ~,~(o,) < ao ' (**) a~ < (%(~n) < cq, . 
Let p' = rt~,,(p,,). Let/~ = ~(~,) and ~ = %,w--(0). ~ is on the brancla 
from 0 to 0t, and so is 6. By (*), 6 ~- $. Let ~ = ~r6~(z ~). See Fig. 3. 
Then ~-~ (S,~ n b) - rr~nffS~v. So by (3) in the definition of (R~, G~: 
~" ~ S) we have 2~ Rp. Then z,, ~ Rp, and letting b = rr~.(p') we have 
- . "H  CB. z ~ R b , i.e., ~b, ~) ~ R b ~ B since b = 7";~r(On ), Pn ~ Hn and rrvr n - 
Similarly, using "rn and (**), we see that there is b' ~ B such that 
(b', z) ~ G. This completes the proof. 
3.  Morass and Diamond imply an extension of a principle of Prikry 
3. !. Introduction 
In his paper [ 12 i, PrikD" showed the relative consistency of the parti- 
tion relation 
defined below, by means of  a combinatorial principle which he denoted 
(*) and which he showed to hold in a certain forcing model. Later Jensen, 
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using an col-Morass and O(coi ) showed that (*) holds in L. In this section 
we show that a Morass and Diamond imply an extension (~) of this prin- 
ciple. 
We first define the partition relations and the combinatorial principle 
Prikry considered. 
"P'(S 1 Sl ) 
means: there is a partition of co2 X (.~1 into two classes I 0 , I 1 such that 
there are no A, B, with A c_ co2, B c col, Card (A) = S o , Card (B) = S t 
and 2-i X B _c_ io or .4 X B c_ i1" 
means: there is a partition of co2× co ! into S t classes I~, 3' E co! such 
that for every A. B, A c_ co2, B ~ cot, Card(A) = ~0, Card(B) = ~l and 
for every 3' ~ COl, (A X B) ca I~ ~= 0. 
The principle (*) is: There are sets Aa~. --_ cot, 3~ w2,3' ~ co! such 
that for every 3, 7, '~, 3' ~ ~ implies Aa~, ca Aa~ = 0; for every 3. 
0~,.o~ Aa. r = co I : and for every / :  co2 ~ co! with type (dom(f ) )  = co, 
Card(col - LJ Apf(~))< ~o • 
~_dom(.f) 
In this case we say that IJaedo, n(.f) A~j~) is almost all of 601 , In general 
we say thatX  is almost all of Y if Card(Y -X)  < Card(Y). 
Prikry states two other principles, which he denotes by A(b~ 2, ~l)  and 
1=](~2 ' Sl). s He notes that t:3(S 2, b~ l ) implies 
( s2)s, ['S°'] 
# Ls,J,~, ' 
which implies 
So ,[;0 
and shows that (*), A(S 2, S l ), and E](S 2 , S t) are equivalent. 
S Not to be confused with Jensen's principle ~(Kl). 
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We will show that if there is a h: + Morass and i f~:  +) holds, then the 
following principle holds. 
(?')(~:+). There are sets A¢~. c_ [3 for/3 ~ ~:++ and 7 ~ [3 such that for 
every [3, % ~,, ~ #: ~ implies A~ n A~ = 0; for every. ~, U~ A~ = [3; 
and for every ,t : ~:++ ~ ~¢+* with type (dora (f)) = ~: and f(~) <~ [3, for 
every 0 < dora (f), 
Card(0 - LI A~f(o)) < ~.  
BEdom(f) 
There are analogues ZX, t~ of A and [] which are equivalent to (~). 
3.2. Proof that a g+-Morass & <)(~c +) imply (;)(~:+) 
le t  c'rg be a ~*-Morass, A, S. S~ for ~ ~ A, ~'~ ,, r~ w for v, r ~ S, v *- r, 
be as in the definition of Morasses. It is sufficient o construct 
(A,~ c__ S~.n v: v~ S~., 3,~ S~. n v> since type (S~.) = ~:++. We first use 
~+)  to get, for ~ ~ A ~o (~;+ }, at most one 1~, : S,~ -~ S,~ with type 
(dora (f¢,)) - i¢ and .t~, (?:) < x for all x ~ d om (f~). The f,~ are called dis- 
tinguished functions. Tlley will be such that for any f : S~+ ~ S~+ with 
type (dom (f)) = ~ and .f(x) < x for all x ~ dom 0"), there exist 
r > dom (f) and arbitrarily large v ~ r with y,~,, c_ S~X S,~ and 
7r~,f,~ v = J\ That is, for each ~ ~- r there is a lager  v +- r such that 
f=  {(rtvr(x), ~r,,r(f~v(x))): x ~ domq~v)} , 
and in fact 
f~v(x)=y iff f(%~(x))=lrvrO') foral lx, y~S~u.  
This will be done by coding up these Nnctions as subsets. 
So let f :  S~. -, S~., type (dom(f))  = ~:, f (x)  < x forx ~ domff).  
There is a I~ 0 relation, GP, Gbdel's pairing function, such that 
Vx,y,z [GP(x, y. z) ~* Ord(x) & OrdO') & Ord(z)] , 
(hereafter, x y and z are asstuned to be ordinals) 
Vlx,,v 3!z [GP(x, y, z) &x  ~< z &y  < z] , 
Vz 3!x 3!y GP(x, y, z ) ,  
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Vx,y,K [x, y < ~ & GP(x, y, z) ~ z < ~:] . 
Let B = {z: GP(x, y, z) & f (x )  = y }. Let r be the least ordinal o f  which 
B is a subset. Thenf  C - r×  r. Let  v o be the least v such that v ~ r & 
B c__ l r~, .  (Use from Proposit ion l the facts that r + is regular and that 
type ({v: v ~ r}) = ~:+). For u 0 ~_ v *-, x ~ dom (f), z ~ r ,  
GP(x,f(x),  z) i f f  GP0r~l(x), 7r,,-~0%x')), ~t~'~(z)) 
and for [ ~ v, 
GP0r~-rl (x ), 1r;)(f(x)), z) i f f  GP(x , f (x) ,  7r~,(~)) 
etc., since Try, is a ~0 elementary embedding. For v 0 *-_ v *- r let X~ --- 
l r~ "B. Let X = Uvo~._rX v. Let (Y~ : ~ E ~") be the sequence given by 
¢(g+). For v 0 *- ~ r, {a~: ~*- v *- r} is a closed unbounded subset o f  
K + . So by O(g+), for arbitrarily large v *- r, X n t% -- Y~,,, Define Ba as 
follows: 
Case 1. There exist f ,  r, u 0 , X as above and u such that u o *-_ v *- r, 
71"" Y a = a~ and X o a = Y~. Set B a = O~o,=~.. u vu.~. This definit ion is 
independent of the choice o f f  (and thus of r, v 0 , and X) since 
Y~ = U~o,_ ~_~ Xv and X~ = Ya n S~ for v 0 *-_ ~ *- v. Set 
fa = {(x,y): (3z ~ B~) GP(x,y .z ) )  . 
t t  
Then lrvrfa = f,  j~ : S~ -~ S~, type(dom(]~))  = ~¢, f~ (x) < x for 
x E dom (f~). 
Case 2 (not Case 1). Set B~ = f~ = 0. We now use these distinguished 
functions to define A v = (Avv: 3" ~ S~, o v) for v ~ S such that 
(0) A~ c_ Sa,, o v & if3" 4: ~, then 
A~.~ P, A~. 7 = 0, O .4~, = San  ~, • 
"V~SavC~ u 
( 1 ) i f  P *- ~, & ~ ~ S,~ v n P & 3" = ~r~(~), then ~r~ A~ c C_ Av ,  
(2) if  ~.' a limit point in *- & 3' ~ S~. ~ u, then 
A~ = O ~r~-~A .  
• rVv (~) =-~ 
Let c~ ~. A - {g+ }. Let 
& Card (f)  = ~) ) 
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Let G,~ be the set of co-initiai ~ :gments of members of I:~. That is. 
G~ = (g: (3 f~ Fc,)(3~ < sup(dom(f)))(g =f- f  ~ ~)}. 
Card(G~) <~ ~: and for each g E G,~, type(dom (g)) = st. Let (g~: i ~ 0), 
0 < ~:. be an enun~eratio~ ~ l (,~. We can choose pt ~ dora (g~) all 
distinct as follows, Let O0 be any member of dora (g~). Supposing we 
have {,o/~ dom(gT) : /<  i} for some i< 0 such that tb r /< k< i, 
Oi :~ Ok, we can choose Oi ~ dom(g~) different from all Oj fo r /< i 
since Card(gg) = h:. We do this for each o~ ~ A - (~+}. 
By induction on ~-, ~ S, define A v satisfying (07--(2) as follows. 
Case 1. v is minimal in ,--. Set A,,v = S,~, n z, if 7 is the least member 
of S~,, n v. Otherwise set A,,~ = 0. 
Case -" l~ is a limit point in ,-- . Set 
,4,.~ = U rr" Av~ for each 3, ~ S~,, n v. 
G,se 3. v has ~ as its immediate predecessoi ~n ~-. 
Case 3.1. ~7 = Pi for some i ~ ~, where Pz' ~- dora (gi) as defined above 
For 7 ~ S,~,, n ~, there are three possibilities. 
(at 3' = ~'v,,(qL where ? = gi (Oi), 
a~ 
(b)7 = ~rv,,(~) for some ~ ~ S~v n p, ~/4: gi (/)i), 
(c) 7¢~ W' s 
In case (a), set A~,~ = rrv, A~ u [(S,~ n v) - 7rv~ S,~v]. In case (b), set 
A,,~ = rr'~A~. In case (c) set A,,~ = O. 
Case 3.2 (not Case 3.1). For 3' ~ (S~a, n u) - ~r~ S,.v set A o~ = 0. 
Otherwise there is ? ~ Sa~ n 0 such that ~r~(~) =3'. Then set 
An. ~ =~A~+.  
It follows easily from these definitions of A~, in all three cases that 
A~ satisfies conditions (0), (1) and (2) assuming (0), ( I )  and (2) are 
satisfied by all P ~ S n u. This completes the induction. In particular, 
A~ for v ~ S~. satisfies (0). So it remains to verify the covering part 
Let f :S~.  ~ S~., t~l~e(t.om ( f ) )= ~:, and f (x )< x for x ~ dom(f).  
Let r = sup(dora(f)),  B = (z: (_:ix ~ dom(f) )  GP(x, f (x) ,  z)}, ? the 
least men'ber of S~. greater than B. Then r ~< ~. (Actually, by invoking 
further properties of GP and the fact that the ~ of the Morass are 
really Jensen's J~,, we could assert hat r = ~; but this is not necessary.) 
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Let 0 ~ S~÷, 0 < dom if) Let ~o "" "? such that 7t~ ~Bc,... = B, 0, r ~ ~r~,^;S~. 
" 0 vl)  ~ vO 
Let v o ~ S,~ such that ~',;o~(Vo) = r. Then v o < ~o and ,r~,o~f~,~, =f .  Let 
W = (S~+ n 0~-  ,r~o,S~, , . Then W < 0 and t¢ is almost all o fS~.  n 0 since 
Card(S~, ) = ~:. We w i~°to  show that I4' ~ t Jx~a~f  ) Axt¢~). Let a ~ I¢. 
Then there ~s a least u ,~ r such that a ~ *r~rS~v. v must have an ~mme- 
diate predecessor in *-, say ~. Then v o ~ ~ ,- v ~- r, and there is 
a~ ~ S,,~ n v such that ,r~,(a,,) = a and for all ~ ~S, ,v  n ~, ,t~(~) 4: a,,. 
Since 0 c zr. _ S,, , there exist 0 o S~ n v o, 0 ~ S~ n~,  O~ ~ S~,, n v 
vO-~ -- VO ~'O 
such that Oo - 0 ~- O~ ~- O, ~r.o¢(O o) = O, u~(~)  = 0~, etc., a~ 
re" S ~- (S~v n 0~) - ~0~~,  So there is a least ~ such that 0 ~ *- 0 v, and 
st~ch that for some a~ ~ S,~ n 6, ~r~o,,(a 6) = a, .  From the definit ion of  
G~, v it follows that ~t~oVf~,,, ° ~ G~, v. Let g = ~r~,ov I~,,, o. Then each co- 
initial segment o fg  is in G~v. Since r = sup(dom (f)) .  it fol lows that 
v 0 = sup(dom(fa~o)) ,  ~ = sup(dora(g) ) .  
v = sup(dora (~r~v g)) . 
In particular, then v = sup ~v(Sav n ~). By Proposit ion " 
~v = sup{~n(v'): v' E S~i ~ n ~) . 
Also a~ < av- So by choosing an appropriate co-initial segment of  g, 
say $, we can get 0i ~ dora ~)  such that a,~(oi) > o~ 6 , where g = gi " (see 
Fig. 4). Let X = Oi, P = g(-~)- Then there are x o , v o ~ S,~ such that 
f,~. (x0) = v0 and lr,,^v(x o) =x ,  a',,vO, 0) = v. Le tx  - r/(x). Let 6 = 
7r~x,(O). 6 is on the branch from 0 to 0~ and so is 6, But a 6 < ax.. < a6., 
So 6 *- 6'. Let a' = ¢r66,(a6). Then a' ~ (Say n x ' )  - ;rxx, S~ ~. Let 
y '  = W~x,(y). Then by case 3.1 in the definit ion o f  (A~.: ~" ~ S> we have, 
since x'  = 7?(pi), that a' ~ Ax,y,. Let x = 7r~r(~), y = ~'v~(Y). It tbUows 
then that a E Axy and y = f (x) .  
This completes the proof. 
4. Two consequences of the extended Prikry principle 
4.1. (¢')implies ¢o~+ 2 ~ [w,~+l : co~] 2 
Let ~: = ¢%. Let A ® B = {{a,b}: a ~ A & b E B}. We wish to define 
a partit ion I=  {It: ~ ~ ~:+) of  [~:++]2 such that for any A, B c_ ~:*+ with 
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A < B, type(A) = ~+, type(B) = ~: we have for each/~ e ~+, I~ ,~ (.4 ® B)4:0 
Let A~,/3 e ~++, ~ e/3 be given by ($). Let/~ = Ua~_x÷+(A~ ® (/~)). Let 
A,B c__ ~++, A < B, type(A) = g+, type(B) = ~:. Let 0 = sup(A). For ~ ~ ~:+ 
let f~ : B ~ (/~}. Applying (~) tof~ we have Card(0 - Ua~ s Aa~) < ~:. 
ButA g 0 and Card(A)= ~:÷. So there is~ ~ A and/3~ B such that 
a ~ A~,  i.e., (a,/3} ~/~.  Then 1 = (1~: ~ ~+) does it. 
Notice that although we only need (/~:/j < ~:+) we have: fl~ere is 
(It: ~ < r++) a partition of [~:-,÷]2 such that for any A, B c__ ~:÷*, A < B, 
type(A) = ~:+ and type(B) = ~, for each ~ < sup(B) we have 
(A®B)n I~ 4= O. 
Also, in the proof  of ($), each co-initial segment of the distinguished 
function f~ was a member of  G~. From this, it follows that there is a ~ A 
and an increasing sequence <.3i: ~ ~ ~), ~i ~ B such that {a,/3 i ) ~ 1~ for all 
i ~ x. That is, for any ~ < sup (B), there exist arbitrarily large a ~ A for 
which t;tere exist arbitrarily large/3~ B with {a,/3} ~ L, 
4.2. (~') gives a partial answer to a question ~ff'Mdtd 
Let Y be a set and .f : [ Y] 2 ~ [ y ]  <~a where [ y]<,o is the set of 
finite subsets of Y. A set X c y is said to be free witl- respect o f if 
for each x,y ~ .7(. x ¢ y, f ({x,y})  n X = 0. A. M.-itd asked, in a personal 
communication to F. Galvin, the following question: Is it true that for 
any function fw i th  dora (f) = {{~, [3}: ~ </3 < ¢o 2 } and f({a,/3)) = a 
finite subset of (~: a < ~ </3) ,  there is a set X of  cardinalily b~ 2 which 
is a free set with respect o ]'9. A. Hainal and A. Mfit~ consider various 
related and similar questions in [7]. In particular see [ 7, Problems 3 
and 4].  Using a result of  ErdiSs and Hajnal, they show that the con- 
t inuum hypothesis gives a positive answer to Problem 3, which is: "'Let 
f :  [~2] 2 ~ [~2] <~ be a set mapping such timt ~ < f l f ((o.f l ))  and 
Of((a,/3)) </3 hold for any t~ </3 < ~2. Is there a set of cardinality Rl 
that is free with respect o f ? "  Actually a proof  similar to that given in 
[7] would show, assuming the continuum hypothesis, that for any such 
f there is a free set with respect o f of  type ¢o 1 + 1. Hajnal and M.~t6 
also show, among other things, that for f :  [~2 ]2 _~ [~2 ]<~' such that 
< f l f ( (a , f l ) )  and t l f((a,/3}) ~/3 for~ < t3< ~2, there is an infinite 
set free with respect o f. 
Using (t,), we can get a function fw i th  dora (f) = {(a,~}: t~ < ~ < ~:+÷} 
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and f((a,/3)) = a finite subset of {~: a < ~ < ~} such that no subset of 
t~ ÷÷ of type ~+ + ~: is free with respect o f. Specifically we can get 
f :  [~:++]2 ~ [~¢++]1 withf({c~,t3})</3 fo ra  < ~< ~c ++ such that for 
any A,B c ~++ with type(A) = ~+, type(B) = ~:, A < B, for any 
< sup(B), there are a ~ A, ~ ~ B such that.(((~, ~}) = (~). 
Let I~ for ~ E K *+ be as above. I.e., It = O~e~+, (A~ ® {a)). Let 
a < t3< ~÷+. Set,(((~,~)) = (/~) if {a,/3) ~ I~ and a < ~ < ~; 
f({t~,/3)) = 0 otherwise. Let X c ~++, X = A u B, A,B as above. Let 
< sup (B). Then (A ® (B-  ~)) n I~ 4: 0. In particular, choosing ~ ~ B 
we get that X is not free with respect o f. Similarly we can define 
g({t~,~}) = (~) if (~,/~) ~ I~ and ~,< 0~; ,f({~,/3)) = 0 otherwise. Choos- 
ing ~ ~ A we have ((A - ~) ® B) c'. I t ~ 0; so X is not free with respect 
tog  (cf. [7, Problem 41 ) 
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